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ABSTRACT
Koehl, Daniel Grant, M.S., Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Wright State
University, 2019. Investigating an Apparent Structural High in Seismic Data in North Terre
Haute, Indiana, Through First-Arrival Traveltime Tomography and Gravity Analysis

This study focuses on northern Terre Haute, Indiana, where seven 2D seismic reflection
time sections were collected by CountryMark and donated to Wright State University.
Geologically, the area is on the eastern margin of the Illinois Basin. Two of these seismic lines
display significant relief along a continuous, high-amplitude horizon approximately 180
milliseconds in two-way traveltime depth. This horizon was previously interpreted by
CountryMark to be a Silurian reef core of the type common in this region of the Illinois Basin;
however, other seismic lines within the data set display no relief. Furthermore, borehole logs
within the area show no such relief at the equivalent depth of around 1700 feet. Therefore, the
apparent structural high is an artifact within the two seismic lines, and can be called velocity pullup. Various analyses were conducted to examine the causes of this velocity pull-up.

The near-surface, within this region, contains many surfaces that may give rise to a
velocity pull-up, including (1) the layer of weathered Pennsylvanian bedrock; (2) the
Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity; and (3) an unconformity within Pennsylvanian
section. It is possible that each of these surfaces could have enough relief to induce the observed
velocity pull-up, and these possibilities were evaluated utilizing a combined analysis of Bouguer
gravity, first-arrival traveltime tomography, passive seismic, and well log correlation. These
multiple analyses show there is no Silurian reef core but a more complex velocity-inducing
feature from a combination of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity and a shallower
paleovalley fill.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Prologue
From October 2012 to September 2013, CountryMark collected seven 2D seismic
reflection lines in northern Terre Haute, Indiana. Locations for each are shown on Figure 1. These
lines were designed to sample approximately 4600 feet of bedrock for potential petroleum
reservoirs. Silurian carbonate reefs were the target as they dominate the eastern Illinois Basin.
Initially, CM68, CM69, and CM70 were collected in October and early November 2012, where a
prominent velocity pull-up is displacing approximately 1.5 miles of data up 50 ms in CM69 as
displayed in Figure 2, and perhaps more in CM70 (Figure 3). In January 2013, CM111 and
CM112 were collected to deduce the lateral extent of the feature. In June and September, CM146
and CM148 were additionally obtained for the same analysis with a proposed CM147 never
acquired (dashed line Figure 1).
The apparent structure in CM69 and CM70 was interpreted as a result of drape over an
underlying Silurian reef. As a result, a single horizontal well (red dot in Figure 1) was drilled near
Dewey to the prospective reservoir in Devonian Limestone at the crest of the pull-up
approximately located at the intersection of CM69 and CM70. Access to detailed borehole
information is not available, but drilling revealed no anomalous shallowing of Devonian
stratigraphy with no reservoir encountered. The lack of a real structural high indicates that the
phantom structure on the interpreted time sections must be pull-up enacted by shallower high
velocity variations within the displaced time.
1.2 Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the cause of the phantom structure utilizing
nonlinear velocity modeling software and measuring new relative gravity variation in northern
Terre Haute, Indiana. Reprocessing of the 2D seismic reflection data with a focus on shallow
stratigraphy will disclose the velocity variation in the near surface. Dichotomized with velocity
variation, extracting density from relative gravity variation will provide a joint density and
velocity variation in the area. Because density correlates with velocity, variation in density can
aid in identifying the source of anomalous velocities inducing the pull-up of deeper seismic
reflections in the time sections.
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Figure 1: Northern Terre Haute with overlain locations and extent of the completed and proposed seismic lines with
borehole. The proposed seismic line (CM147) is displayed as a dashed line. The approximate location and
orientation of the deviated well is shown in red. Modified from INDOT’s “Street Basemap” shapefile (2011).
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Figure 2: Seismic time section CM69 from east to west displaying a single pulled-up reflector in red. Display is
prescaled at Min/Max per trace with AGC applied at 0.05. Aspect ratio in the bottom right.
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Figure 3: Seismic time section CM70 from south to north displaying a single pull-up reflector in red. Display is
prescaled at Min/Max per trace with AGC applied at 0.05. Aspect ratio in the bottom right.
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2.0 GEOLOGIC SETTING

2.1 General Description
The Illinois Basin is well
known for its coal, petroleum, and
mineral deposits. Bedrock exposed
on the surface of Indiana ranges in
age from the Ordovician to the
Pennsylvanian. Figure 4 shows that
Vigo

Indiana is located on the eastern
margin of this structural basin;
therefore, the bedrock becomes
younger to the southwest, and
generally dips in the same
direction. For example, Silurian
bedrock dips to the west at a rate of
50 feet (15 m ) per mile (1.6 km),
attaining a depth near the deeper
center of the Illinois Basin where
the top of Silurian bedrock is more
than 5500 feet below sea level in
southeastern Illinois. In the vicinity

Figure 4: Approximate extent of the Illinois Basin (blue) in the Midwest.
Terre Haute is located on the northern end of Vigo County in red.
Modified from Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, and Tennessee “County Map”
shapefiles.

of the study area, bedrock descends
at its steepest rate of 60 feet (18 m) per mile (1.6 km) (Droste and Shaver, 1980), creating what is
known as the Terre Haute Bank. This dip gradually decreases upward in the section to become
approximately 50 feet per mile for the Pennsylvanian.
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2.2 Stratigraphy of southwestern Indiana
2.2.1 Ordovician
The late Ordovician Maquoketa Group is the essential platform for the Illinois Basin.
Kolata and Graese (1983) suggested that deltaic deposition of Maquoketa shale and limestone
began in the vicinity of Pennsylvania and later extended into Illinois before grading into shallow
marine environments in eastern Kansas. The conditions that originated the Illinois Basin are a
combination of late Ordovician rifting in western Kentucky, rapidly thickening Maquoketa to the
east, and a subtle structural high in southwest Illinois (Whitaker, 1988).

2.2.2 Silurian
The early Silurian can be characterized as a transgressive sea depositing strata atop the
Maquoketa platform. These early limestones were deposited near uniformly in the interior basin
comprising southeastern Illinois and southwestern Indiana. Heigold and Whitaker (1989)
described these rocks as depositing up to 150 feet (46 m) within Ordovician paleovalleys. Uplift
of the Wabash Platform in the eastern and northeastern flanks of the Illinois Basin created a
regional drop in sea level changing the environment of the inner basin from shallow marine to
deeper marine. There is no known evidence of reef-building within early Silurian limestones.
Carbonate reeds first appeared in the middle Silurian sequence. Across the basin,
dominantly, the Bainbridge Group contains these reefs from Illinois to central Indiana along a
“hingeline” trend dubbed the Terre Haute Bank on the shelf of the Wabash Platform (Figure 5).
Along the Terre Haute Bank, the reef-building formations of the Bainbridge Group are the St.
Clair Limestone, Moccasin Springs Formation, and Bailey Limestone. The St. Clair Limestone
and Lower Moccasin Springs Formation are described by Droste and Shaver as correlating
variably with other formations as far as northeast Illinois in the Racine Formation and as far as
western Kentucky in the Osgood Formation (1987).
There is much controversy about when reef-building likely ceased. On one end, Heigold
and Whitaker (1988) note that Lower Devonian carbonates conformably overlie Silurian strata
which indicates that gradual regression persisted from the late Silurian into the Devonian. This
theory is supported by relative sea-level curves across the globe, such as those of Vail et al
(1977). Showing a distinct lowering of sea level during the early Devonian. Alternatively,
Freeman (1951), Lowenstam (1953), and Droste and Shaver (1980) theorize that sediment influx,
-coupled with deepening water, terminated reef-growth during the late Silurian. Heigold and
5

Whitaker (1988) point that “there is no evidence of any relatively deep-water sediments
conformably overlying reefs in the Illinois Basin”. Due to the lack of well logs in the area
penetrating through Silurian bedrock, no definitive explanation can be acclaimed for the region.
My speculation leans toward a regressive marine environment sometime in the early Devonian
discontinuing reef-building processes resulting in a combination of desication and erosion.

Vigo

Figure 5: Map of reef banks developed by the gentle uplift of the Wabash Platform in the early-middle Silurian. The red
lines approximately outline the regional extent of the platform. Vigo County is shown within the “hinge” of the Terre
Haute Bank. Modified from Whitaker (1988).
6

2.2.3 Devonian
Little deposition occurred in the early Devonian but the Backbone Limestone was widely
replaced by chert at this time. Becker and Droste (1978) recognized that the Backbone Limestone
interfingered with the Grassy Knob and Clear Creek Chert and what had been predetermined as a
portion of coarse carbonate rocks at the top of the Bailey Limestone. Due to continuous
regression from the early Devonian into the middle Devonian, much of the Lower Devonian
bedrock and shallower Silurian reefs were either partially or entirely eroded. It is likely that much
of the controversy on termination of reef-growth at the turn of the period, is due to the complete
erosion of more structurally positive reefs that would have begun in the late Silurian to early
Devonian.
Across the Midwest, erosion during this time cut into bedrock as deep as the Ordovician
atop the Wabash Platform exposing large swaths of carbonate deposition in the deeper Central
Illinois Basin. A distinct “carbonate flats” of unknown extent is mentioned by Droste et. al (1975)
covering east to west likely as far as Ohio and Iowa. This extent created a separation of
deposition of the Illinois and Michigan Basins (Figure 6). It is during the middle to late Devonian
that large sections of Jeffersonville and North Vernon Limestones were deposited by
transgression from the southern end of the Michigan Basin and southern end of the Illinois Basin.
It is during the late Devonian that a distinct impermeable black organic-rich shale, the New
Albany Shale, begean accumulating. By the end of its deposition in the early Mississippian, the
New Albany Shale covered the entirety of the Illinois Basin and attained a thickness of up to 300
feet (91 m) at the deepest point of the basin. The New Albany Shale is the same formation that
correlates with the Antrim Shale in the Michigan Basin, the Ohio Shale in Ohio and Kentucky,
and the Chattanooga Shale in Tennessee.

7

Figure 6: Map of the eroded Wabash Platform showing depositional environments during the Middle Devonian (Droste
et. al).

2.2.4 Mississippian
The transition from late Devonian to early Mississippian continues with New Albany
Shale deposition but begins before complete termination of the shale. The same indistinct
boundary for the two periods is consistent throughout the region. Gray (1979) notes the boundary
is near the top of the Ellsworth Shale in northern Indiana but similar to that of the New Albany
Shale; transition remains within deposition before termination. He acknowledges a “change in the
character of the sediment, from black mud indicative of stagnant bottom conditions to greenishgray mud that represents more oxygenated bottom conditions,” and there is some biostratigraphic
evidence that shows the boundary can be placed somewhere between 2 (0.6 m) to 6 (1.8 m) feet
beneath the top of the New Albany Shale. He continues stating, “. . . this change marks the
beginning of a prograding deltaic sequence that in turn reflect uplift of a source area far to the
north and east”. This “deltaic sequence” in reference refers to the dominantly eastern flank deltaic
deposition of the Borden Group and subsequent limestone-rich Sanders and Blue River Groups.
Lineback (1969) and Gray (1979) both agree on the subsequent carbonate deposition that filled to
overfill the Illinois Basin in the early to middle Mississippian.

8

As the Blue River Group began to
terminate in the middle Mississippian, a
“rhythmic” deposition of clastics and
carbonates from the northeast began at the
transition from middle to late Mississippian
(Potter and others, 1958, Swann, 1963).
These series of formations are known as the
West Baden, Stephensport, and Buffalo
Wallow Groups comprising almost entirely of
repeating deposits of sandstone and limestone
with occasional intermittent shale. Due to

Figure 7: Map of the maximum extent of the Chesterian Sea

structurally positive deposition throughout the before regression in the late Mississippian. Modified from
Mississippian, erosion and subsidence began

Droste and Keller (1989).

to shape surface topography at the turn of the period. The regressing Chesterian Sea (Figure 7)
that dominated all of the Illinois Basin began to retreat, and a major dendritic stream pattern
subsequently followed. Distribution of these major streams, shown in Figure 10, will create a
highly eroded surface known as the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity: one of the most
important unconformities in the region.

9

2.2.5 Pennsylvanian
Erosion continued through the early
Pennsylvanian until alternating sedimentation of
clastic and carbonate rocks began depositing
inside the pre-existing Chesterian Sea. Wanless
and others (1970) mention that sedimentation is
more dominantly continental than was the
middle to late Mississippian. They refer to these
sediments as being “typical of deltaic and fluvial
conditions” supporting the idea of an eroding
regressing sea. It is this predominantly clastic
bedrock that makes up the uppermost platform
for sediment seen today.
Frequent coal seams within the
Pennsylvanian have been a major attraction for
exploration since their discovery. They have
instigated such an impact on the economy that
most of the research for the Pennsylvanian in the
Illinois Basin has been for coal exploration.
Gray (1979) states, the area is characterized by a
“semiformal classification such as that once used
in the northern Appalachians”. Even today,
proper classification of the Pennsylvanian
System is not in place, and this is, in part, due to
the lack of lithologic distinction between
formations. Figure 8 shows a typical stratigraphic

Figure 8: Stratigraphic section showing exposed
Pennsylvanian formations in the central Illinois Basin
(Gray, 1979).

section of the Pennsylvanian System using
semiformal geologic series recognized only in this region. The lack of distinction can be seen in
Figure 8 with constant interfingering of sandstone, siltstone, shale, and even coal; however, these
formations can be generally distinguished by their thickness, lithology, and stratigraphic position.
Pennsylvanian bedrock is exposed in the central Illinois Basin including in southwestern
Indiana. Due to formation complexity, it is difficult to distinguish which formation is exposed
lithologically because they maintain the same lithologic characteristics. The base of the
10

Pennsylvanian begins with the Raccoon Creek Group. The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
Unconformity creates a high variability in thickness for this group. Range of thickness is as low
as 100 feet (30 m) – 330 feet (100 m) in west-central Indiana (Hutchison, 1961), and about 1000
feet (300 m) in southwest Indiana (Shaver and others, 1970). This range of thickness is largely
due to the introduction of additional beds interfingering with formations. The subsequent
Carbondale Group has been more actively researched because it contains four of the five most
productive coal beds. Bedding is more consistent at an average thickness of 100 m (330 feet), but
Gray (1979) mentions that the Dugger, Petersburg, and Linton Formations are quite variable
within the group. The youngest bedrock in the Illinois Basin is the McLeansboro Group.
Maximum thickness in Indiana is approximately 820 feet (250 m). There is no known Permian
deposition within the Illinois Basin.

2.2.6 Quaternary Deposition
Pleistocene deposits compose the overburden on top of Pennsylvanian bedrock. The bulk
of these deposits were created during glacial retreat. Extensive research on Illinoian and
Wisconsin glaciation go back over a century and continue today in higher detail. Figure 9
displays the maximum extent of Illinoian and Wisconsin glaciation. Deposits consist of glacial till
and outwash. Glacial outwash is dominant in northern Indiana whereas glacial till comprises the
majority of the lower half of the state. Glacial till is characterized as an unsorted mix of grain
sizes ranging from clay to boulders.
Similar to that of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity, the boundary between
the Pennsylvanian and Quaternary deposits was highly eroded during the 300 million years
preceeding Quaternary deposition. The combination of Pleistocene and later deposition obscures
bedrock topography in some places. Where bedrock topography may vary greatly in relief,
surface topography may be uniform.
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Figure 9: Map of Southern Indiana showing the extent of Illinoian and Wisconsin glaciation (Thornbury, 1950).
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3.0 NOTABLE RESEARCH

3.1 General Description
The Illinois Basin is not a stratigraphically uniform structural feature. Every locale must
be studied separately and not interwoven with explicitly regional rationale. To do so will create
superficial reasoning justified by data that does not represent the area studied. This chapter aims
to accentuate research directly including northern Terre Haute that could produce a velocity
altering time section as in Figure 2 and 3.

3.2 Velocity-Inducing Structures
3.2.1 Silurian Reefs
Silurian carbonate reefs are one of the most extensively studied structures across the
Illinois Basin due to their economic impact. More than three decades of research has uncovered
reefs as much as 800 feet (245 m) thick in southwestern Indiana (Droste and Shaver, 1980). By
the time of Shaver’s published research, there were already over 100 known Silurian reefs in
southwest Indiana alone. Due to the shape of the reefs during deposition, they leave an isolated
mound of limestone thicker than the adjacent bedding. Figure 10a represents deposition during
the Silurian prior to Pennsylvanian deposition. The total relief from the pinnacle of the reef to sea
floor would have only been a few tens of feet (Droste and Shaver, 1987). During compaction
from Devonian overburden, Droste and Shaver (1980) note differential compaction of the reefcores did not compact as much as the reef-flank and interreef rocks. Differential compaction
results in an exaggerated anticlinal structure shown in Figure 10b.

Figure 10: Cross section illustrating differential compaction before and after deposition of post-Silurian
overburden: (a) during the time of deposition; (b) interreef and reef-flank rocks compressed due to more weight
from overburden. The reef core maintains shape due to less overburden weight (Whitaker, 1988).
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Because of the more structurally positive lithified reef, deposition of Devonian,
Mississippian, and Pennsylvanian rock create a drape structure that stratigraphically decreases dip
upward. Extensive studies of drape structures masking Silurian carbonate reefs have been studied
for many decades with most geophysical well log data penetrating exclusively to Silurian
limestones in order to identify drape structures. Droste and Shaver (1980) actively studied the
Silurian reef complex in Worthington, Greene County, Indiana, approximately 45 miles southeast
of northern Terre Haute. They report the reefs affect as much as 200 feet (61 m) of Mississippian
and 65 feet (20 m) of overlying Pennsylvanian bedrock. Due to the consistent draping of
overlying formations, bedrock is thinnest above the feature until uniform deposition is achieved.
An example of the Nashville Reef in Washington County, Illinois, is shown in Figure 11 to
represent alterations to deposition due to a carbonate reef. Because formations of the Illinois

Figure 11: Cross section illustrating draping of overlying post-Silurian strata atop a Silurian carbonate reef.
Densities of strata correlate to calculated values by Whitaker of the Nashville Reef, Washington County,
Illinois (Whitaker 1988).
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Basin usually correlate across the majority of the region, calculated densities of the Nashville
Reef can adequately be applied to most reefs along the Terre Haute Bank. Since velocity
correlates with density, as density increases, velocity will increase. Due to the thick, high density
limestone characterized by Silurian carbonate reefs compared to low density Devonian shale and
limestone, a distinct velocity contrast in time would be expected in seismic section. Furthermore,
a strong positive reflection from low density/velocity to high density/velocity would be expected
at such a strong acoustical impedence boundary.
Gravity surveys atop Silurian reefs are rare but informative in providing comprehensive
analysis of these structures. Whitaker measured 138 gravity stations over and adjacent to an
already studied and known Silurian reef at Marine Field. Figure 12a and b show the known
structural geometry and Bouguer anomaly map of Marine Field. A study by Dana (1980)
indicated a two-fold reason for Bouguer gravity anomaly values over a positive-inducing reef
structure: (1) lateral density contrasts between the reef core and surrounding rocks; (2) integrated
effects of lateral density contrasts from a compaction-induced anticline above the reef. There are
several gravity studies of Silurian reefs in the Illinois Basin that result in positive Bouguer
anomaly values: Heigold and Whitaker (1989), Ferris (1972), and Dana (1980). Heigold and
Whitaker (1989) indicate that Bouguer values could be negative if there were little to no
structural draping atop the reef and if the reef core were more porous. Due to the high porosity of
the reef core and lack of draping, differential compaction would be low for the reef and more
equivalent across the bedrock.
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Figure 12a: Structural map of Marine Field at Madison County, Illinois. The field was discovered by seismic reflection
data during the mid-1900’s. Total production is estimated to be over 12.5 million barrels of oil, nearly entirely from
Silurian strata (Heigold and Whitaker, 1989).
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Figure 12b: Bouguer anomaly map of Marine Field in Madison County, Illinois. 138 gravity stations are displayed
through and around the Silurian reef. Positive Bouguer anomaly values are measured due to high lateral density of
reef strata to surrounding bedrock and the anticlinal geometry due to drape and differential compaction (Heigold and
Whitaker, 1989).
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3.2.2 Pennsylvanian Channel-fill Sandstones
As of 1960, there were 32 known sites of channel-fill sandstones in western Indiana
(Figure 13). Only 23 are labeled due to the close proximity of many of the channels. They,
dominantly, dip to the southwest at an average rate of 25 feet/mile (5 m/km). The average
geometry of the channels are 40 feet (12 m) thick, 3 miles (5 km) long, and 0.25 miles (0.5 km)
wide at the top. These sandstones are collectively deposited from the Raccoon Creek and
Carbondale Group: the two most dominant coal-depositing groups in the Lower and Middle
Pennsylvanian. At least nine different coal beds in western Indiana have incising channel-fill
sandstones or have been completely replaced (Friedman, 1960).
Friedman (1960) has classified four channel-fill sandstones in western Indiana. Class 1
forms a dendritic pattern that trends and thickens downdip in the main channel. Class 2 forms a
dendritic pattern trending downdip, but it does not thicken. Class 3 are single-bodied channels
that trend downdip with no dendritic pattern. Class 4 channels are single-bodied and parallel to
regional strike that do not trend downdip or have a dendritic pattern. Figure 13 shows there are
several known channels that trend through the city of Terre Haute. The “Terre Haute Channel”
(label 3 on Figure 13) is a 7 mile long northeast – southwest trending sandstone channel that is a
quarter of a mile wide at the top and maintains a 40 foot (12 m) thickness that begins in the
northeastern corner of Terre Haute. Friedman has classified this channel-fill as a class 2 dendriticpatterned sandstone and states that “it has been studied and mapped from records of more than
100 coal-test boreholes” (Friedman, 1956). In eastern Vigo County, channel 4, a northwestward
trending tributary, intersects channels 9 and 3 (Figure 13).
Due to the proximity of these three channels, it is likely they may trend through seismic
lines CM69 and CM70. No known geophysical methods have been used to characterize these
channel-fill sandstones in seismic reflection, seismic refraction, or gravity. As a result of their
distinct sandstone lithologic character relative to the contrasting coal that has been replaced, a
density and velocity contrast would be expected. Figure 14 shows the probable deposition of the
“Terre Haute Channel” by Friedman (1960). Because these are Upper Pennsylvanian sandstone
channel deposits, they cannot be expected to be deeper than the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
Disconformity.
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Figure 13: Map of incising Pennsylvanian channels and the extent of deposition. The inset map has the highest
density of channels in Western Indiana. Shown in red and black bold lines are the city of Terre Haute and seven
seismic lines for this study. Modified from Friedman (1960).
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Figure 14: Hypothetical Development of the Terre Haute Channel throughout the late Pennsylvanian. Note the
contrasting coal and shale to the body of sandstone post-deposition (Friedman, 1960).
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3.2.3 Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity
During the transition from late Mississippian to early Pennsylvanian, formation of a
regional unconformity began with stream erosion into the regressing late Chesterian Sea. Gray
(1979) reports erosion cut as much as 400 m (1300 feet) of Mississippian bedrock down to
Devonian New Albany Shale north of the Ohio River. Greater detail of the fluvial system and
physiographic region is shown in Figure 15. The regions are delineated by variations in bedrock
topography. Unique to the region, due to its high relief, the study area is located within the
Rockville Ridges region. The region is characterized as having “long, straight valleys that lay
between long, straight ridges”; additionally, the trend of the valley and ridges may be due to
“orientation to a regional fracture system formed in very early Pennsylvanian time” (Droste and
Keller, 1989).
Although the unconformity has been well-researched, variation in topography creates
ambiguities when attempting to correlate well data. For Droste and Keller’s western Indiana study
alone, more than 20,000 well records were used to characterize the region, and still, many
driller’s reports mislocate or do not locate the unconformity at all. Another study, completed in
1971, used data from over 53,000 boreholes to map the Chesterian surface across the Eastern
Interior Basin (Bristol and Howard, 1971). As a note, Droste and Keller (1989) state that driller’s
logs were used “only if no other information was available”.

SUB-PENNSYLVANIAN UNCONFORMITY
An effect of incising paleovalleys from section 3.2.2 is the chance that erosion persists
down into the Chesterian Series eroding all Pennsylvanian bedrock to Mississippian. Due to the
orientation and configuration of the main channels and tributaries, a varying range of thickness is
expected within the Pennsylvanian and Upper Mississippian. A study in Crawford County,
Illinois, one county southwest of Vigo County, Indiana, by Howard and Whitaker (1988),
examined a paleogeomorphic hydrocarbon trap in a paleovalley at the MississippianPennsylvanian unconformity. There is little known on the concept of a “sub-Pennsylvanian
Unconformity” deriving from post-Pennsylvanian erosion that, infrequently, reaches into the
Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity. A probable combination of both unconformities has
carved a paleovalley ranging in depth from 125 to 200 feet (38 to 61 m) within their well-log
correlated cross sections. Interested readers can review Howard and Whitaker’s work to discern
hydrocarbon play in paleovalleys.
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Figure 15: Map showing the physiographic regions alongside dominant stream systems of Western
Indiana. The New Goshen, Terre Haute, and Sullivan Rivers pass locally in the area (Droste and Keller,
1989).
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4.0 METHODS

4.1 Overview
A combination of the seismic reflection data donated by CountryMark, reprocessing of
the raw data for near-surface tomographic modeling, and additional data were used in the study of
a phantom velocity high in northern Terre Haute. Due to the seismic horizons representing pullup, there must be faster velocities at the apex of the pull-up relative to slower velocities at the
base of the curve. Variation in velocity is not mutually inclusive since it corresponds directly with
variation in density. Where higher velocity can be separated from lower velocity, an analogous
higher density can be separated from lower density in seismic reflection time section. In addition,
changes in velocity and density must occur earlier in time (shallower depth) than where they
appear to generate pull-up at later time. Because we know the target was hydrocarbon-bearing
reefs in Silurian rocks, and drilling revealed no such structure at depth, the time disturbance must
be shallower than Silurian bedrock but at a strong acoustical impedence change to instigate a
pull-up persisting through time.
In this study, a coalescence of seismic reprocessing for shallower signal-to-noise
enhancement, bedrock analysis through HVSR, and the gravity geophysical method to map
density variation are applied to identify what structure at what depth is causing pull-up in seismic
time.
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4.2 Seismic Reflection
4.2.1 Acquisition
Over 10 miles (16 km) comprising seven 2D seismic reflection lines were collected in a
roll-on configuration by Bay Geophysical over the course of 2012 into 2013 on behalf of
CountryMark and Pioneer Oil Company. All receiver and source stations were pre-coordinated
using OMNI 3-D seismic surveying software with coordinates sent to on-site seismic surveyors in
Indiana State Plane West (U.S. Feet), NAD27. On-site surveyors transferred coordinates into their
Leica Base and Rover system to be manually surveyed for quality control, necessary station
displacement, and flagging for the subsequent recording crew. Rover types included a single
Leica Viva GS15 and two Leica GPS1200’s. Upon completion of field surveying, coordinates for
each station were positioned using Carlson Land Surveying software. Any stations in-line skid or
offset were documented containing accuracy within an inch of placement and sent along with
coordinates for the complete line to the observer. All sources and receivers were marked,
respectively, with pink and orange fluorescent flags.
Vibroseis was used for every source along major roads, parking lots, neighborhoods, and
work sites at a station spacing of 55 feet (16.8 m). No dynamite was used in acquisition of these
lines. A single Inova UniVib utilizing a 26,000 lb (11,790 kg) peak force linear upswept eight
times collecting a low-to-high frequency range of 12 to 130 Hz. Each sweep contained a 300 ms
ramp up time into an 8000 ms sweep length followed by a 100 ms ramp down totaling a pad time
of 64 s per source station. The Pelton VibPro source controller and recording truck were preset
with a sweep rate of 14.75 s. The sampling interval was 2 ms with a shot record length of 2001
ms.
The, at the time, state-of-the-art wireless RT2 recording system was used in
correspondence with the Wireless Remote Unit (WRU) and Line Interface Unit (LIU) to
wirelessly collect data through modern hybrid radio telemetry directly to the recorder. Each WRU
has a receiver station spacing of 55 feet (16.8 m) and six GS-30CT geophones spaced inline 1
foot (0.3 m) apart. Each geophone houses a resonant frequency of 10 Hz and damping coefficient
of 0.707.
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4.2.2 Processing
ON-SITE PROCESSING
As data was received by the dog house from the vibroseis source, each shot record was
immediately stacked and correlated by an on-site Bay Geophysical observer. Because there were
eight sweeps per source, eight stacks of the source’s data would result in one standalone shot
record representing the source station location. Upon completing a stacked section, approved by
the observer, correlation of the sweep signal to the vibroseis trace followed for a complete
stacked and cross-correlated shot record representing 2001 ms of recorded time in .SGY tape
format. Several conversations with an observer and crew manager of Bay Geophysical state that
many source locations across all lines were redone due to ambient noise during data acquisition
from vehicle traffic activity, operating railways, and operating gravel pits.

SEISMIC PROCESSING
On behalf of CountryMark, Geo Concepts Inc. was hired to process the seven seismic
reflection lines in northern Terre Haute, Indiana. Figure 16 displays the general processing flow
they took in processing each line. Every seismic line follows the same flow with minor to no
changes for each.
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Velocity Analysis

Spherical Divergence

Surface Consistent Residual Statics

Trace Balancing

NMO Correction

Trace Envelope Scaling

First Break Muting

Ground Roll Attenuation

Trim Statics

FK Noise Attenuation

CDP Stack

Minimum Phase Source Conversion
Migration
Surface Consistent Spiking Deconvolution
-

FX Decon

80 ms
0.1% Prewhitening

-

15-115 Hz
70% Stackback

Spectral Balancing
Elevation Correction
Refraction Statics
-

-

D: 500 ft.
RV: 10,500 ft/s
WV: 5,500 ft/s

D: 700 ft
RV: 10,500 ft/s

SEGY Output
Figure 16: Basic processing flow of all seven seismic lines by Geo Concepts Inc. Note that two iterations of velocity
analysis and residual statics were performed. Each processing flow was added into the respective EBCDIC trace
header.
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2 iterations

Demultiplex

4.3 Seismic Data Reprocessing Method
4.3.1 General Description
The raw data donated to the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences
Geophysical Team at Wright State University from CountryMark, for this site, contained seven
datasets with a single survey file, geometry file, SEGP1 file, Line Map, Receivers and Sources
spreadsheet in Excel format, and a single “Field.sgy” seismic data file. Each dataset resided
inside a folder labeled as the seismic line’s name (Example: CM-146-13). Each seismic line was
fully reprocessed to near surface tomography, but only the processing steps of CM70 will be
shown in this chapter, an important and intermediate signal-to-noise ratio seismic line. The Geo
Concepts Inc. Enhanced Stack processing final time section for CM70 is shown in Figure 3. The
other six seismic line’s ray trace model, nonlinear tomography model, and other processing
procedures will be contained in the Appendix.

4.3.2 Geometry
QUALITY CONTROL
Quality control of the data is necessary for every seismic line before building geometry.
As referenced in section 4.2.2, many source stations were reacquired due to ambient noise within
one or more of the sweeps. The RT2 system works by automatically labeling every source station
sampled with a sequential FFID. When a station is being resampled, the corrupt FFID is not
replaced nor removed; thus, another FFID following the previous will be the next numeric
number in order retaining the same source station. This is assuming reacquisition occurred
directly after the corrupted FFID. Due to the reacquisition of corrupt FFIDs, many duplicate
sources will be labeled across multiple FFIDs. Often, it is not in numeric order but at random.
In addition to source duplication, CM111 contained sources misrepresenting their true
source station label. Notice of this became apparent from missing and duplicate sources that
varied in channel number. It is impossible to have multiple source stations of the same label
contain variation of channel number.
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GEOMETRY CORRECTION
Visualization and redistribution to correct unordered and duplicate FFIDs was done
within Excel. ProMAX will not bin and finalize sources that are out of order, but it will accept
unordered FFIDs. Duplicate sources of CM111 were reassigned to match their appropriate roll-on
configuration of channel number up to 160 maximum live channels. This correction fixed the
missing sources since duplicates of other stations essentially “stole the identity” of the missing
stations. This was effective in correcting all lines for source to FFID connection and source to
channel number connection.

BUILDING GEOMETRY
Building of the geometry for each line was done in ProMAX® version 7 utilizing the
survey file, geometry file, and SEGP1 file. ProMAX uses three spreadsheets of input and
comparison to build a geometry for connection to a trace header: Receivers, Sources, and Patterns
inside the “2D Land Geometry Spreadsheet”. One must specify source and receiver spacing, first
and last live station number, source type, and units when setting up the geometry. Because
ProMAX allows importation of formatted text (space delimited) files, formatting for each line
was completed in Excel. Within ProMAX, formatting of the text file is done by specifying
column widths that must mimic fixed width delimiters created inside Excel to refrain from
overlapping data with adjacent columns. The data built inside Excel must identically match the
format of ProMAX but must also be recognized within the program. An example of the receivers
(17a), sources (17b), and patterns (17c) spreadsheet preformatted for importation in ProMAX by
Excel is shown in Figure 17.
Upon completion of loading geometry, binning of the geometry can be completed
assuming there are no errors. From experience, either binning or finalizing the database will fail if
there is an error. In either case, if there is an error, it is usually due to repeating sources,
nonsequential source numbers, or inconsistent channel numbers. After finalization, application of
the geometry header was applied to the SEGY using “Inline Geom Header Load”. At the time the
processor was running, quality control of the process was done by examining the “monitor”
screen in view. Occasionally, errors displaying as warnings will appear in this process, but
GeoTomo will not be able to import the .SGY. From experience, if the geometry header loads and
it applies with no warnings or errors to the .SGY, it will run in GeoTomo. Figure 18 shows much
of the SEGY geometry header that was input in ProMAX and imported to GeoTomo.
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B.

Figure 17: From top to bottom, CM70 input for receivers, sources, and patterns spreadsheets built within Excel for import into ProMAX 2D Land Geometry Spreadsheet. Notice the
column gaps within the sources spreadsheet. Separation of columns was needed due to overlapping X and Y coordinates when formatting in ProMAX.

C.

A.

GEOTOMO GEOMETRY
All important information will be displayed inside the geometry information upon
creating a project, and errors, as well as warnings, will be indicated in a font color change to red
and blue respectively. At this point, it is indicative that the shot sequence is not in order and the
receiver sequence has no order in X. This is due to making manual changes to the spreadsheets in
ProMAX. GeoTomo contains its own geometry building process, but it is quick and simple as
long as the imported .SGY file is correct. Figure 19A and B show the State Plane Indiana West
X- and Y-coordinates for each station along the seismic line. A receiver-built traverse line was
used to build the geometry index. When working with Bay Geophysical, more often receiver
stations maintain their ideal pre-specified locations where source stations are often offset or skid
due to many reasons including probability of ambient noise or lack of access to a location.
Furthermore, the receiver line more correctly follows the theoretical designed acquisition plan
than the source line. Once the line traverse is applied, the geometry within GeoTomo is built
using the “Build Project Index” tool.
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Figure 18: Major portions of the geometry header from ProMAX displaying in
GeoTomo of CM70. Any wording in red indicates an error that needs resolving.
Blue is a warning, but GeoTomo will allow it. Black means it is accepted with no
issues.
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Figure 19: Side-by-side comparison of before and after applying a receiver line traverse. Although applying a
line traverse is not necessary for noncrooked lines, it provides reassurance in display when picking first breaks
and processing. The coordinate system change can be reintroduced in the final module of GeoTomo (DELIV).
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4.3.3 Preprocessing
Traditionally, trace editing by killing traces and picking first breaks would be done prior
to any further processing. Because we are only building a near surface velocity model, it is
unnecessary for intensive processing for enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio of reflections. The
main focus and reasoning to do preliminary processing before trace editing is to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio of first breaks, and more importantly, separation of refractive waves to the
direct wave. Due to the ambient noise that covers much of the seismic, the first breaks can be
difficult to discern where in time the channel received the signal. Often, the signal will be
overtaken by noise at far-offsets or remain incoherent at the near-offsets due to the close
proximity of surface waves developed by the source. Indistinct separation of direct and refractive
arrivals becomes a problem when picking where in time a trace’s signal is first showing. By
processing first arrivals before trace editing, a more distinct near surface model displaying more
rational features will be built since more accurate first break picking can be implemented.
CM70 is the only seismic line that has been reverse polarized. It is unknown as to why
the data has been modified to be entirely reverse frequency, but no change was applied to modify
the polarization change for this processing. The polarity of the amplitude is unnecessary when
building a near surface tomographic model. Since the models do not represent acoustical
impedence changes, a negative or positive amplitude is not required for the inversion process.
Moreover, the data is displayed at a normalization scale of 0.22 in RMS with a constant trace
spacing. The plot type is a combination of wiggle trace, interpolated density, and negative fill to
provide easier interpretation of the reverse polarized traces. Every figure in this section will be
displayed at the same parameters as stated above.

TRACE BALANCING
Since the raw data contains no gain application applied upon display, some application to
correct for the decay of amplitudes at far offsets must be applied. Trace balancing is designed to
modify each individual trace to have the same RMS amplitude for all in display. Figure 20 and 21
show the before and the after application of the “Balancing” tool in GeoTomo. Unlike gain
applications, like the often used AGC, trace balancing is a time-invariant scaling processor that
does not have any parameters to define an operator time length for application of higher gain to a
specified time window.
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Figure 20: Raw shot record before (A) and after (B) application of trace balancing (CM70, ShotID 91).
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Figure 21: Quality control panel before (A) and after (B) application of trace balancing. Notice the change in F-K
spectrum (CM70, ShotID 91).
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RESAMPLING
The seismic section parameters default at a frequency x-axis up to 500 Hz to encompass
datasets that include higher frequencies. For this dataset, every line utilized a frequency range of
12 to 130 Hz, so it is necessary to modify the frequency range on display. It is not a primary
requirement since it does not change the data; however, it will increase clarity in the quality
control panel. Several parameters for the processor are necessary for operation: maximum trace
length (ms), sample rate (ms), and option for an anti-aliasing filter. The parameters were set as
2001 ms, 4 ms, and to include the anti-aliasing filter. A sampling rate of 4 ms brings down the
500 Hz x-axis to 125 Hz. Figure’s 22 and 23 show the application of resampling in the seismic
and quality control panel.
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Figure 22: Application of resampling (B) to trace balanced seismic (A). There is little change in the seismic section as
expected. Because there are no frequencies past 130 Hz, a37
boundary of 125 Hz is subtle.

B
A
Figure 23: Quality control panel of trace balancing (A) into resampling (B). Notice the change in the Average Amplitude
and F-K spectrums. The display now only shows the data acquired without exaggerated x-axis intervals.
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ELEVATION STATICS
Within a single source-receiver record, there is only one source accompanied with
up to 160 receivers recording data. Statics corrections are used to correct for topographic
changes of the receivers to the source elevation. In GeoTomo, there are many ways to apply a
statics correction to the shot records. For this study, a basic elevation statics correction was used
with manual parameters. An approximate average surface elevation of 500 ft. (152.4 m) was
designated as datum for every line. Because each trace is shifted to the datum, a replacement
velocity is set to compensate for the difference. The velocity is derived from an estimation of the
velocity in the near surface that are being pulled to 500 ft. (152.4 m). A replacement velocity of
10,500 ft/s (3200 m/s) was used to represent the correction. The result is a time shift for each
trace as shown in Figure 24. Refer to the y-axis of Figure 24A to see the receiver elevations and
their difference from the datum as there is little change for each trace. The surface topographic
change, across the area, is subtle, and it only represents a maximum relief of approximately 25 ft.
(7.62 m). Regardless of the lack of relief, a statics correction is necessary for a more reliable near
surface model.
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Figure 24: Application of ELEVSTATICS, elevations statics correction (B), to resampled seismic (A). Notice how there is
little difference in seismic section. Although the change is small, it is necessary to appropriately first break pick the
correct time for near surface modeling.
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BANDPASS FILTER
Bandpass filtering is a zero or minimum phase frequency domain filter that individually
operates on traces. It involves a lowcut, lowpass, highpass, and highcut frequency specified for
operation. All frequencies outside the lowcut or highcut are removed, and both are tapered into
lowpass and highpass by a cosine function. For CM70, bandpass parameters were set as 12,15,56,
and 65, respectively. The vibroseis data was taken at a range of 12 to 130 Hz; thus, any frequency
less than 12 Hz is noise. Signal for vibroseis is dominantly between 15 Hz and 65 Hz for this
dataset (Figure 26A). All seven seismic lines were in urban northern Terre Haute where power
lines are frequent and consistent. Power lines typically, vibrate at 60 Hz, but they can also give a
response at their multiples of 120 HZ and 180 Hz. Because reflections occur at 60 Hz, it is
difficult to attenuate power line noise without removing reflections. The application of a welldefined F-K filter can be applied, but removal of some, if not all, 60 Hz reflections will result.
Moreover, the near surface models require exclusively first breaks, not reflections; therefore, a
direct application of bandpass filtering is applied with no necessary signal lost.
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Figure 25: Operation of Bandpass Filter (B) on elevation statics (B). Notice the signal-to-noise ratio of first breaks at the
far-offsets where signal was weak and overtaken by 60 Hz frequencies.
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Figure 26: Quality control panel of elevation statics (A) into bandpass filtering (B). Notice in F-K and average
amplitude domain the removal of everything outside of 12 Hz and 65 Hz.
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HIGH AMPLITUDE NOISE ATTENUATION
High amplitude noise attenuation (HANA) operates as a random noise attenuator. For
seismic data that has a bad signal-to-noise ratio, it is one of the best processors that can be applied
due to its direct filtering to amplitudes. HANA can be crude; furthermore, well-defined
parameters must be input for it to remove as much random noise as possible while retaining as
much signal as can be achieved. Within HANA, there are many parameters for filtering that are
used to determine a time window for processing. Frequency range specification is needed to
delimit the extent of the processor not unlike bandpass filtering. For CM70, a lowcut, lowpass,
highpass, highcut of 0,0,10,30 acts as a boundary for low frequency noise overlaying signal.
Cultural noise often has low frequencies with high amplitudes. In addition to the operating
frequency range, a ratio of threshold and median input is set to signify which amplitudes must be
suppressed. For CM70, a ratio of 2:1 was used. Any amplitude that was over twice the amplitude
of the median input was attenuated by 100% of the input. Figure’s 27, 28, and 29 display the
processing of HANA on bandpass filtering, the removed amplitudes, and QC panel, respectively.
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Figure 27: Application of HANA (B) on bandpass filtered (A) seismic. Notice the removal of groundroll, surface
waves, and random noise at the far-offsets.
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Figure 28: Displayed is the filtered seismic (A) and high amplitude noise removed (B). Notice how most of the noise is
groundroll and surface waves with some random occurrences of high amplitude noise mostly at the near- and faroffsets.
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Figure 29: Quality control panel of HANA (B) applied to bandpass filtered (A) seismic. Notice the removal of random low
frequencies in the F-K spectrum and across the section in the autocorellogram. Most, but not all, high amplitude noise
was removed using HANA.
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DECONVOLUTION
Deconvolution, as a processor in seismic, attempts to improve temporal resolution by
compressing an autocorrelated wavelet that often generates reverberations and short-period
multiples in the near surface. Here, the primary purpose for deconvolution is to increase temporal
resolution. The Earth’s response to changes in acoustical impedence is the process of
convolution; furthermore, deconvolution deconvolves the convoluted response into their initial
elements. For CM70, predictive deconvolution was applied. GeoTomo utilizes a single channel
design for all traces based on the parameters of a pilot trace. Once identification of the
autocorrelated wavelet in the autocorrelogram is specified, a prediction lag (30 ms) can be set
followed by an operating length (80 ms). Since the processor deconvolves filtered data, it will
increase vertical resolution bandwidth frequency. The combination of deconvolution and HANA
were the most capable processors to increase the signal-to-noise ratio actively at the near- and –
far-offsets where first breaks would otherwise be indistinguishable from noise.
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Figure 20: Application of deconvolution (B) on HANA (A). Notice the coherency of far-offset first breaks.
Deconvolution has increased temporal resolution by giving a more distinct linear moveout of the direct wave and
overtaking refraction.
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Figure 31: Quality control panel of deconvolution (B) applied to HANA (A). Notice the suppression of near surface noise
in the autocorrelogram and broad bandwidth increase in the average amplitude and F-K spectrums.
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TRACE BALANCING
Because deconvolution will compress amplitudes specified during operation of the
processor based on a designed pilot trace, it will modify all traces within the operator length.
Trace balancing is applied a second time to redistribute the same RMS amplitude across all
traces. Although the change is small, it brings further clarity to near- and far-offset traces that
have been modified significantly often attenuating an unnecessarily large amplitude produced by
deconvolution.
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Figure 32: Before and after application of trace balancing (B) on deconvolution (A). There is a noticeable change in the
near-offsets that deconvolution amplitude-spiked.
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Figure 33: Before and after application of trace balancing (B) to deconvolved (A) seismic in QC panel. There is little
difference between each panel, but there is some reduction of scattering in the F-K spectrum.
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BANDPASS FILTER
Due to the broad increase of bandwidth spectrum resulting from deconvolution, low and
high frequency noise will become evident within the seismic section. A second bandpass filter
must be applied whenever deconvolution is applied. The result is a more coherent amplitude
resolution in time without overlying noise. The same 12:15:56:65 bandpass filter was applied as
the last processor within the flow for CM70.

TOP MUTE
Removal of all noise above first breaks were muted manually. An approximate 10 ms gap
was left as a spacer. GeoTomo operates top muting as needing a pilot shot record muted initially
for application to all other shot records. Due to each shot record containing a range of offsets and
different first arrival times per trace, a spacer is needed to not incise first breaks of other shot
records. When first break picking, especially in the COG domain, the noise, prior in time to the
first breaks, is difficult to discern from signal when the signal-to-noise ratio at the far offsets is
low. Prior removal is necessary for consistency during first break picking.
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Figure 34: Application of bandpass filtering (B) to trace balanced
55 (A) seismic. Bandpass will slightly increase the
resolution of amplitudes for first break picking.
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Figure 35: QC panel of bandpass filtering (B) applied to trace balanced (A) seismic. Notice the removal of random noise
generated from deconvolution in the F-K domain.
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4.3.4 Trace Editing
TRACE KILLING
Erroneous traces in noise-subjected seismic are issues that will arise during modeling if
they are not dealt with early in processing. The last resort to correct a deficient trace is to remove
it entirely by trace killing. Due to the ambient noise that occurs within these seven seismic lines,
preprocessing was implemented to retain as many acceptable traces as possible for first break
picking at the far-offsets. Many traces often have chaotic frequencies and generally spawn from a
faulty WRU. Each WRU is essentially an aggregate of a fiberglass antennae, receiver box, two
lithium-ion batteries, adaptor, and six geophones. From personal experience, any single piece, if
not multiple parts, would be sufficient to cause a faulty channel. Typically, if the frequency is
chaotic, there is either a bad geophone or adaptor. If the trace is dead, there could be a bad
antennae, no GPS signal, dead batteries, or the box was disconnected during acquisition.

FIRST BREAK PICKING
For near surface tomographic modeling, picking first breaks is the most important
processing stage. Every shot record for all seven lines was manually picked for first arrivals
utilizing semi-automatic tracker and line alongside manual point picking strategies. No automatic
picker was used in picking first arrivals. Because the far-offsets are noise-induced, careful manual
picking allows for the processor to make the final determination of removal or not. The most
ideal technique to employ is to first select several shot records with the best signal (Example:
ShotID 91) and pick the first arrivals in the CSG domain. Refer to Figure 34 to notice first breaks
ranging from 40 ms at the furthest offset to 0 ms at the nearest offset. By picking several records
that have reliable first arrival picks, they act as pilot traces for choosing the more noisy shot
records in the COG domain.
For immediate quality control, picking first breaks was largely completed in the COG
domain skipping the furthest and nearest offsets. It is impossible to choose first arrivals in this
domain when there are not enough traces indicating signal. For CM70, coherency of first arrivals
began to align at offsets around 3000 ft. (914.4 m) (Figure 36). Only traces that produced signal
were picked. Nonproducing traces were skipped. Dead traces were killed. Upon completion of all
COGs, the remainder of picking and trace killing concluded in the CSG domain. An overview for
all picks, once every shot record is complete for quality control, was performed for possible user
error. A complete first break picked and trace killed ShotID 91 is shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 36: Trace editing of the furthest offsets (A) and a more coherent COG(B). Trace killing was implemented if no signal could be seen within the first arrival
times.
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Figure 37: Completed ShotID 91 with first break picks and traces killed in CSG domain. ShotID 91 contained the best signal-to-noise ratio of all of the CSGs. Killed
traces and first breaks are shown in red.

4.3.5 Geometry and First Break QC
Upon completion of first break picking, several displays for quality control can be viewed
for correction in the following module. Figure 38 shows a station elevation versus distance plot.
Stations that show acute differences to adjacent stations can be identified and corrected or
removed. This profile acts as an excellent geometry QC profile. Differing shot hole depths can
often give rise to misplaced elevations. For vibroseis data, if there are elevation discrepancies, it
is likely a surveying error. No shot record, across all seismic lines, appeared to have errors in the
geometry QC plot.
A highly useful quality control profile for first break picking accuracy is the reciprocity
profile in Figure 39. The principle of reciprocity in seismic depicts the traveltime relationship of
shot and receiver locations. A traveltime misfit is plotted as an error that typically arises from a
mispicked shot record. Traditionally, a misfit average of 10 ms is standard with a maximum no
more than 20 ms, but this methodology cannot be applied to data with a low signal-to-noise ratio.
This study’s approach is to find the misfit of the best first break picked shot record (ShotID 91 at
13.1 ms) and correct or remove any shot record with a misfit greater than 50% (19.5 ms) of that
record. If there were none greater than the specified maximum, a check of the greatest outliers is
instigated for quality control of the shot record integrity. For CM70, there is only one record
(ShotID 214) with a large misfit error that needed removal.
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Figure 38: Shot and receiver offset vs. elevation profile. Sources are shown in red; receivers in yellow. The y-axis is in reference to sea level where all elevations above are
considered negative.
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Figure 39: Reciprocity errors in travel time per CSG. Each asterisk represents a ShotID.
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4.3.6 Initial Model
To accurately choose velocities and representative layers, a proper assessment of the first
breaks must be accomplished in order to interpret the number of impedence changes. Figure 40
displays the velocity changes in offset and time. Since ShotID 91 displays the best signal-to-noise
ratio, it was used as a pilot shot record for all records when determining a precise velocity for
each refraction. Assuming all shot records were picked with similar velocities, the initial model
will show a trace-picked pixel density replicating first arrival picks as ShotID 91. Figure 41
shows the unedited initial model before picking velocities and deciding on a layered model. The
initial model shows every trace picked in each shot record at a specified time and offset. The
color ramp indicates the total number of first break picks for each pixel (low in blue, high in pink)
across all gathers. It is essentially a sum of all first breaks for all records.
Preliminary editing of the initial model is necessary to accurately accrue velocities
replicating refractions of Figure 40. The first refraction at zero-offset must begin at zero-time to
get a correct slope for velocity. A “time-shift” of -33 ms was used to assemble the curve at the
origin. Similar to the reciprocity errors profile, removal of samples can and should be done, but
there is no indication of what shot record each trace was picked from. Many mis-picks appear at
the far-offsets with some scatter near the mid-offsets. A distinct divergence of picking appears
around 2500 ft. It appears that many traces were picked following the same trend as the second
refraction with most following a new third refraction as indicated by the cell density. Removal of
obsolete or incorrect traces will result in a better specified forward model (Figure 42).
To quality control the model-building process, ShotID 91 (Figure 40), was used as
reassurance for offset and velocity picks. The final near surface models are strictly dependent on
how many velocity changes there are at well-identified offsets. For every velocity chosen, a layer
is created with a thickness as defined by the length of the trend in offset. The three refractions
specified in Figure 40 appear at different offsets. The second refraction overtakes the first at an
offset of approximately 300 ft. with a subsequent third refraction overtaking the second at around
2300 ft; thus, a change along the initial model around these offsets and velocities should be
expected for all shot records assuming near-horizontal bedding. Because the velocities and offsets
denoted in ShotID 91 appear to correlate well with the final edited model, they were used as
guides to picking along the trend for the inversion process.
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~5800 ft/s

Figure 30: Shown is the final processed ShotID 91 from Figure 34 with first arrival events traced and associated velocities. Within the
source-receiver spread, three velocity boundaries were evident. No direct wave was found.
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Figure 41: Displayed is a first break pick pixel density profile for all shot records. Editing of the initial model must be done to increase accuracy of picking a trend along the
arrivals.
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Figure 42: Shown is the final edited initial model at zero-offset and zero-time in milliseconds. Removal of erroneous picked traces along the curve have been removed
showing three recognizable changes in velocity not dissimilar to Figure 40.
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4.3.7 Forward Modeling Inversion
The tomographic inversion process in GeoTomo utilizes the wavefront raytracing method
designed by Moser (1991) to derive a misfit function (Equation 4.1) of the difference between
calculated traveltime and picked arrival times denoted by the initial model.

∈=

1
∑(𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 )2
2

(4.1)

𝑖

Where 𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠 represents the picked traveltime from first breaks, and 𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 represents the
calculated traveltime. ∈ is the resolved misfit error between each. Summation is over a period of
iteratives determined by 𝑖. Upon completion, GeoTomo applies the Conjugate Gradient method
(Equation 4.2) inversion process.

𝛾𝑗 =

𝛿𝜖
𝛿𝜖
= ∑ 𝛿𝑡𝑖
= ∑ 𝛿𝑡𝑖 𝑙𝑖𝑗
𝛿𝑠𝑗
𝛿𝑠𝑗
𝑖

𝑖

(4.2)

Where 𝛿𝑠𝑗 represents the slowness in the 𝑗th cell, 𝑙𝑖𝑗 is the propagating ray path cell, and
𝛿𝑡𝑖 is the residual traveltime. Several iterations are needed to minimize the nonlinear objective
function of misfit sample. This particular inversion method is the standard as it creates accurate
velocity models that handle complex near-surface structures and lateral velocity variation (p. 16,
Fan, 2012). The first-arrival inversion method is highly subjective to how accurate picks along
Figure 42 are, and quality control prior to picking must be done for the most accurate modeling of
the near surface. Consecutive inversions are run to increase the resolution of the model by
modifying parameters for the best possible model.

CM70 INVERSION PROCESS
GeoTomo’s inversion process requires an initial predetermined layered model with
respective velocities per layer alongside an edited traveltime file with all traces in offset and
traveltime. A set number of 10 iterations for CM70 was used for the inversion to reach
equilibrium at a minimum misfit error (Figure 43). The number of iterations is dependent on the
quality of the data, complexity of the subsurface, and accuracy of picked first arrivals to reach
equilibrium. Typically, if the inversion process exceeds more than 12 iterations, it is likely that
there were poor quality picks or inaccurate geometry. Reference to Figures 38 and 39 for quality
control if the situation appears to occur. The RMS misfit must reach a minimum of the average
across all records in the reciprocal error profile (Figure 44). For CM70, the average is
approximately 6 ms of difference. Ideally, the lowest smoothing control is suggested to accurately
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image the velocity models without smoothing out subtleties. Quality control of the RMS misfit
error and the resolution of the model are analyzed in conjunction for the best possible outcome. A
smoothing control of 0.3 accurately depicted the near surface for CM70 the best. The inversion
grid factor was set to be dx = 2 and dz = 1. Two lateral cells are inverted together at a depth of
one cell. The RMS misfit error for CM70 calculated to be 5.2948 after 10 iterations. More
iterations are unnecessary due to the change from iteration 9 to 10 reducing by only 0.003 ms.
For display, a minimum velocity of 0 ft/s to a maximum of 18,000 ft/s was applied to
accommodate all possible refraction velocities at depth. Known velocities are 5,800 ft/s, 10,000
ft/s, and 16,500 ft/s. A minimum offset of 0 to a maximum of 10,300 ft. is used to contain the
entirety of the line. Since the nearest and furthest offsets will not be sampled, a left and right
extension of 700 ft. was used to interpolate the uninterpreted depths by extrapolating the
calculated depths 700 ft. in either offset outwards.
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Figure 43: RMS misfit of all shot records for sources and receivers. An RMS misfit error of less than or equal to approximately 6 ms is necessary for a reliable model. The
RMS misfit average for CM70 is 5.2948 ms.
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Figure 44: RMS misfit per shot record. The higher RMS misfit errors at the near offsets are likely due to poor picking quality.
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4.4 HVSR
For the benefit of gravity reduction and interpretive purposes, a spatially interpolated
bedrock topography map was created using the resonant frequency acquired from HVSR. The
horizontal over vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) analysis utilizes a three-component passive seismic
instrument (TROMINO) developed by MOHO Science & Technology. Cultural noise,
dominantly from vehicles in this study, give rise to ambient seismic noise in the form of surface
waves. The horizontal-to-vertical ratio of the frequency spectrum is used to calculate the resonant
frequency at a measured location. For a simple two-layer model (bedrock and glacial till),
equation 4.8 is used to calculate depth to bedrock. Exactly 70 gravity stations were jointly
acquired with a TROMINO station for resonant frequency. Figure 45 shows the H/V spectral
ratio for a single station with respective resonant frequency. A respective shear-wave velocity
representative of the glacial till is needed for equation 4.8. The complexity of sediment is highly
subjective as denoted by numerous well data in the local area, thus a variable shear-wave velocity
at depth would be expected, but it cannot be known. To quality control the passive seismic
measurements, seven borehole locations with known depths to bedrock were used to backcalculate an approximate shear-wave velocity. A respectable velocity of 1,158

𝑓𝑡
𝑠

was calculated

as an average velocity, Vs, for the study. Resonant frequency is acquired from the developer’s
joint software, Grilla.
𝑉𝑠
𝑓=
4𝑍

(4.8)

Where, 𝑓 is the fundamental frequency acquired from Grilla, 𝑉𝑠 is the average shear-wave
velocity acquired from well data within or near the survey; 4 is an unchanging constant, and 𝑍 is
thickness of sediment or depth to bedrock at each location.
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Figure 45: Average H/V spectral ratio displayed in Grilla, and acquired resonant frequency by MOHO Science and Technology’s TROMINO. The large
amplitude spike denotes the resonant frequency location for bedrock and surface on TROMINO station 67.
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4.5 Gravity
4.5.1 Acquisition
Due to the lack of gravity station density in southwestern Indiana, a more local
distribution of gravity measurements is needed for high resolution depictions of gravity variation.
Further acquisition of gravity in northern Terre Haute is necessary for better interpretation of
gravity variation.
Acquisition for this study was made possible by funding from the Benjamin Richards
Memorial Fund. Exactly 138 gravity stations were collected over the course of September 27th to
September 29th. Three gravity stations were used as base stations due to their relative proximity
centralized among other stations: base station’s 113, 134, and 95. Base stations were reanalyzed
approximately every hour for tidal variation. Measurements were taken using Wright State
University’s updated LaCoste Romberg gravity meter with electronic leveling for precision of
within 0.001 mgal. Approximately three measurements were taken at each station for quality
control of accurately measured gravity at the location. Station distribution prioritized the
locations of seismic lines and internal area for distribution of gravity variation across the area
(Figure 46). Distribution was dependent on available access across the approximate 4 square mile
area. Due to the lack of access to several parts of the operation, station density is less, and
resolution was expected to be vague, resulting in an interpolated locale. All stations were
surveyed utilizing a Trimble 5800 receiver and TSC3 controller with wifi connection derived via
cell phone hotspot to each base station. GPS coordinates are within accuracy of 0.05 ft. laterally
and 0.1 ft. vertically.
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Figure 46: Gravity and Seismic station distribution and orientation in Northern Terre Haute. The study was made possible by the donation of seismic
data on behalf of CountryMark and the funding for gravity by the Benjamin Richards Memorial Fund.
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4.5.2 Reduction and Residualization
An updated gravity processing method accurately calculates density variation in the near
surface in northern Terre Haute. Figure 48 displays the processing and modernized processing
method used for all stations assuming Station K113 as the primary datum alongside the
correlation of instrument and tidal drift. Because the Earth is not a perfect sphere and is, instead,
more ellipsoidal, acceleration of gravity is not the same across the Earth. Traditionally measured
variations are due to latitude, elevation, surface topography, Earth tides, and density contrasts.
Because bedrock topography varies much more than surface topography, it is expected that
bedrock has a larger impact on gravity variation than the surface. Routinely, a correction for
bedrock has never been used for gravity reduction. Greene proposed an, so far, unpublished
Bouguer-style correction to bedrock and results within his study appear to increase accuracy and
resolution of density variation within that study (2018). In addition, a terrain correction to
bedrock has been applied, within this study, to further increase clarity of gravity variation. Since
all of these variables can be measured and corrected, precise measurements of density variation in
northern Terre Haute is expected upon reduction.

DRIFT CORRECTION
The drift correction is used to correct not only for earth tides due to temporal changes
throughout acquisition but also the change in instrument drift. Tidal drift is known and can be
calculated at any specified time throughout the day. It is expected that the gravimeter will respond
to tidal variation in the same frequency signature, thus correlation of instrument and tidal drift are
done together to see if there is a trend (Figure 47). Because there is a trend of all three base
stations, the instrument is drifting at nearly the same rate as Earth tides. The noncyclic instrument
drift is unknown until the end of acquisition and Earth tides are corrected for. The instrument will
drift due to internal mechanics of the gravimeter. These are often springs, bars, and other
constantly moving parts within the gravimeter when changing gravity acceleration across the
survey. The LaCoste Romberg gravimeter has a built-in temperature regulator for maintaining
temperature to combat the effects of instrument drift, but drift still occurs. Drift was corrected by
measuring, approximately every hour, the change and modeling after acquisition. A drift slope is
fit to each curve in-between each base station for correction at every approximate hour.
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Bedrock Terrain Correction TCB

Bedrock Bouguer Correction ∆𝑔𝐵𝐵

Residualization

Surface Terrain Correction TCS

Surface Bouguer Correction ∆𝑔𝑆𝐵

Latitude Correction ∆𝑔𝜃

Free-air Correction ∆𝑔𝐹𝐴

Drift Correction ∆𝑔𝜏

Conversion to mGal

Raw Data

Figure 47: Shown on the left is the updated processing method with corrections to
bedrock. On the right are the three separate base stations with instrument and
tidal drift. Correlation appears to coincide, but there is a distinct low for the
instrument.

∆𝑔𝛿 = ∆𝑔𝜏 ± ∆𝑔𝐹𝐴 ± ∆𝑔𝜃 ± ∆𝑔𝑆𝐵 + TCS ± ∆𝑔𝐵𝐵 + TCB
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FREE-AIR CORRECTION
Unlike temporal corrections like instrument and tidal drifts, the free-air correction is a
spatial correction to vertical-z variation. As elevation changes across a survey, acceleration of
gravity will vary depending on the distance from the primary center of gravity. The free-air
correction is independent of the physical and lithologic aspects of the material directly below a
station. It is strictly dependent on, exclusively, the vertical elevation change in reference to a
defined datum. As elevation increases, gravity will decrease at a rate of approximately 0.3086
𝑚𝐺𝑎𝑙
.
𝑚

A datum reference for elevation change is necessary for free-air correction, and base station

K113 was set to be the primary station of reference. Equation 4.3 is used to calculate the change
in gravity acceleration per station relative to the datum (Station K113). H represents the change in
elevation in meters for each station in reference to K113.

∆𝑔𝐹𝐴 = ±0.3086ℎ

(4.3)

Where ∆𝑔𝐹𝐴 is the free-corrected gravity in mGals, and ℎ represents the elevation change in

meters from a station to the base (Zstation – ZK113).

LATITUDE CORRECTION
In addition to the free-air correction, the latitude correction is a spatial correction for
changes in northing. Due to the Earth’s inherent ellipsoidal geometry, surveys closer to the poles
will have higher gravity acceleration than at the equator. Because the survey for this study only
changes a latitude of less than two miles, a simpler latitude correction can be applied due to the
local variation being relatively small. Equation 4.4 is used to calculate the latitude variation in
respect to base station K113. Correction values north of station K113 will be negative relative to
positive corrections to the south of the datum. 𝜃 represents the latitude at the base station,

where ∆𝑋𝑁−𝑆 signifies the change in northing of a station relative to station K113.
Latitude correction, although not as significant for this survey as the free-air correction, is
a necessary spatial correction albeit showing little change within this study.
∆𝑔𝜃
= 0.8144 × 10−3 sin(2𝜃)
∆𝑋𝑁−𝑆

(4.4)

Where ∆𝑔𝜃 is the latitude-corrected gravity in mGals at approximately 𝜃 = 39.5, and ∆𝑋𝑁−𝑆
represents the northing distance change from a station to K113.
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SURFACE BOUGUER CORRECTION
Utilizing a similar correction as the free-air correction, the simple Bouguer correction is a
material density and thickness correction between a station and datum K113. Because base station
K113 is set at an unspecific elevation, there are stations above and below that datum. In addition
to change in gravity acceleration due to elevation, there is a mass of sediment or rock separating
stations vertically that have a gravitational effect. Equation 4.5 is used to correct for the mass
using a semi-infinite slab with parameters of input thickness and density. The density of glacial
till at the near surface is unknown and likely varies between 1.5

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

and 2.0

𝑔
.
𝑐𝑚3

No known

density well logs in the immediate area sample glacial till, but many completion reports refer to
approximately 150 ft. (45.7 m) of gravel, sand, weathered shale, coal, lime, and clay in the
Indiana Geological Survey (IGS) well database dating from 1954 to 2015. Upon gravity
reduction, a bouger anomaly map using each possible density was plotted with verification of
1.6

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

visually appearing consistent with no correlation with topography.

∆𝑔𝑆𝐵 = 2π𝐺ρℎ

(4.5)

Where ∆𝑔𝑆𝐵 is the surface Bouguer-corrected gravity in mGals with a universal gravitational
constant of 4.193 × 10−5 , a consistent density of 1.6

𝑔
,
𝑐𝑚3

and a thickness variation from station

to datum of h.

SURFACE TERRAIN CORRECTION
Traditionally, a terrain correction is implemented as an optional final spatial correction
alongside free-air and the simple Bouguer. It is designed for abrupt and large changes in
topographic relief across a survey area to correct for the, oftentimes, crude approximation of the
Bouguer correction. Because the semi-infinite slab method uses an unchanging density to tie a
base station to a station, it does not consider changes in topography including hills, valleys, and
various other changes in relief. Figure 48 shows the variation in elevation across the survey area
in reference to sea level. Variation is subtle and the maximum and minimum elevations are
524.555 ft. and 484.972 ft. from surveying. A terrain correction is usually unnecessary when
topography is as flat as shown in Figure 49; however, the effects are apparent and should be
corrected for when an accurate depth to variable density is acquired.
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524 Feet

485 Feet

Figure 48: Map of topographic elevation variation collected from the Trimble 5800 receiver and TSC3 controller during
gravity acquisition. Approximately 138 stations were surveyed for GPS location (Figure 47).

Generally, a hammer terrain correction is applied utilizing a topographic map for
variation in relief, but for better results, Dr. Doyle Watts’s STCI (Surface Terrain Correction
Integration) program utilizes a combined input file of digital elevation models (DEM) for the area
used for terrain gravity acceleration effects and gravity station locations for correction. 64 DEM’s
were sourced from the Indiana Spatial Data Portal (ISDP) for use in terrain effects up to a
maximum distance of 5 miles. It is expected that terrain influence will decrease significantly as
distance increases, but effects are summed per station for the survey for correction. The STCI
program simply outputs a terrain correction factor to be used in Equation 4.6 for a final terrain
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correction of gravity. Upon completion of the above spatial and temporal corrections, the final
output is referred to as the classic Bouguer anomaly.
𝑇𝐶𝑠 = 𝛾 (1.6

𝑔
) ×𝐺
𝑐𝑚3

(4.6)

Where 𝑇𝐶𝑠 is the surface terrain-corrected gravity, 𝛾 is the terrain correction factor integrated
from STCI, 1.6

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

is the density used for simple Bouguer that shows the least correlation in

topography, and G is the gravitational constant (6.67384x10-11).

RESIDUALIZATION
Trend analysis and polynomial fits to the classic Bouguer revealed that the regional
gravity field was 1st order and trending NE to SW. This can be further verified by the “Geological
and Geophysical Maps of the Illinois Basin-Ozark Dome Region” dataset from EarthScope in
April, 2010 in Figure 49. There are some noticeable differences along the -0.5 mGal contour, but
they are likely due to local changes. The polygon delineating the data represents a zone of gravity
variation locally.

Figure 49: Overlay of survey gravity contours at intervals of 0.5 mGals on EarthScope’s regional gravity map of the
Illinois Basin-Ozark Dome Region.
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BEDROCK BOUGUER CORRECTION
Because there is some significant topographic change in bedrock within the survey area, a
Bouguer correction is applied to the gravity data. The goal of this study is to discover an
appropriate pull-up inducing feature that would give rise to a velocity disturbance, and based on
bedrock topography, it must be deeper. Figure 49 displays the methodology in applying the semiinfinite slab method. Since the topographic surface has been corrected to Base K113, and there is
no station reaching to bedrock, Station K67 is used as a secondary base station since it is the
lowest bedrock elevation point for reference; therefore, all stations will have subtracting density
based on the difference of bedrock to Station K67. It was assumed that glacial till would have a
density of 1.6

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

representing all material below Base K113 to Station K67. This density is not

properly representative of all density variation at depth, so additional density is added to the areas
containing bedrock above Station K67. The lowest bedrock elevation is used to simplify the
correction needed for bedrock. Since all gravity stations have been corrected for glacial till
density, only an additional 0.55

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

need be added to the thickness of bedrock for equation 4.7.

Bedrock is representing a density of 2.15

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

.

∆𝑔𝐵𝐵 = −2π𝐺ρℎ

(4.7)

Where ∆𝑔𝐵𝐵 is the bedrock Bouguer-corrected gravity in mGals with a universal gravitational
constant of 4.193 × 10−5 , a consistent density of 0.6
from station to datum of h (K67).
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𝑔
,
𝑐𝑚3

and a thickness variation for bedrock
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𝑐𝑚3

Datum
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K67

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

B

Glacial Till

Bedrock
Figure 50: Reduction prior to bedrock Bouguer correction (A). Correction for bedrock and completion of reduction (B).
(Modified from Greene, 2018)
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BEDROCK TERRAIN CORRECTION
Since the bedrock Bouguer correction can only perform linear corrections based on a semiinfinite slab, it cannot correct for variation in topography. This method was first introduced by
Caron et al (2015) where correction for overburden thickness was used for airborne gravity, and
the methodology to interpret bedrock topography was derived from inversion of electromagnetic
data, correlated well logs, and spatially interpolated intermediate areas. This new reduction
technique is similar to that of the standard surface terrain correction with a grid of x- and ylocations of elevations representing the variation of the surface. Figure 51 represents the surface
of the weathering layer as derived from passive seismic across the survey. The spatially
interpolated surface is referenced to sea level with elevations from 347 feet to 467 feet. The area
was masked with a square grid of 156,250,000 square feet in 25 square foot cells. Exactly
6,250,000 points with x, y, and z coordinates were extracted from the interpolated surface to
represent a DEM of the bedrock topographic surface. Because the extent of the passive seismic
does not extend to 12,500 feet in either direction, null values of -9999 are extracted as elevation
outside the boundary. Dr. Doyle Watts has created a new program modified from his STCI
program for surface terrain corrections to integrate across a bedrock surface. The integration
utilizes the spatially interpolated DEM as input for bedrock variation.

Because no local well data samples the unconsolidated material and shallowest bedrock with
density logs, it is impossible to know the true density of the glacial till and immediate weathering
layer. An analysis of density variation was used to find the density of the bedrock using a glacial
𝑔

till density of 1.6 𝑐𝑚3. Because the bedrock terrain correction is designed to remove the gravity
effect of bedrock, the most minimum trend will represent the correct density. Variation of 0.55
𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

𝑔

displayed an R2 value of 0.00009 to represent a bedrock density of 2.15 𝑐𝑚3 along the yellow

line of Figure 51. This value is reasonable for weathered interbedded shale and sandstone. The
completion of reduction with bedrock corrections is the complete Bouguer anomaly.
𝑔
𝑇𝐶𝐵 = 𝛾 (0.55
) ×𝐺
𝑐𝑚3
Where 𝑇𝐶𝐵 is the bedrock terrain-corrected gravity, 𝛾 is the terrain correction factor integrated
from the modified STCI, 0.55

𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

is the density variation that shows the least correlation to

topography, and G is the gravitational constant (6.67384x10-11).
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5.0 DISCUSSION
Figure 51: Bedrock Topography map displaying variation in the weathering layer within the survey area. Exactly 70
TROMINO stations were used to spatially interpolate the region.

5.1 General Overview of Results
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5.0 DISCUSSION

5.1 General Overview of Results
5.1.1 Tomography Modeling
All seven seismic reflection lines were reprocessed using a four-layer initial model
approach due to the indication of three separate refraction events. The tomographic inversion
results for CM70 are outlined in Figures 52 and 53 alongside intersecting-line CM69 in Figures
54 and 55. Ray trace modeling revealed two boundaries of velocity change. Based on the known
velocities for the refraction events, each velocity was contoured from time into a near surface
model with depth. For CM70, at a contoured velocity of 10,000

𝑓𝑡
,
𝑠

a consistent horizon at a depth

of 165 to 185 ft. (50 to 56.4 m.) appears across the entirety of the section with samples of up to
450 rays per CDP. A second horizon is highly variable at a depth of 715 to 900 ft. (218 to 274.3
m.) at a contouring velocity of 16,500

𝑓𝑡
.
𝑠

The ray path’s maximum depth terminate at this

boundary. CM69 (refer to Figures 53 and 54) is similarly contoured with a velocity of 10,000
and 16,500

𝑓𝑡
𝑠

𝑓𝑡
.
𝑠

Both boundaries occur on all seven seismic sections, but mis-ties occur up to 10 ft. (6.1
m.). Generally, mis-ties of this caliber would occur from conflicting surface consistent statics. In
this particular case, it is likely due to slight variation in velocity from the dipping edges of the
feature at depth.
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Figure 52: Final ray trace model of CM70. Refraction events are apparent at two separate locations at depth. Reliability of the events can be denoted by the number of rays
refracting at the boundaries.
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Figure 53: Final tomographic model after 10th iteration of inversion at a misfit error of 5.2948 ms. The upper black line represents 10,000 ft/s representing an exact
velocity of the second refraction from Figure 40 across CM70 in offset. The lower black line represents 16,500 ft/s for the third refraction.
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Figure 54: Final ray trace model of CM69. Refraction events are apparent at two separate locations at depth. Reliability of the events can be denoted by the number of rays
refracting at the boundaries.
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Figure 55: Final tomographic model after 8th iteration of inversion at a misfit error of 7.6831 ms. The upper black line represents 10,000 ft/s representing a similar velocity of
the second refraction from Figure 40 across CM70 in offset. The lower black line represents 16,500 ft/s for the third refraction.
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All seven seismic lines contained picked contours of both boundaries for velocity and
were imported into ArcMap for spatial interpolation across each boundary. Figures 56 and 57
represent the upper and lower boundary within the seismic section after spatial interpolation.
Edge effects due to lack of ray sampling is expected up to 800 feet in offset per end of the
tomography model.

Figure 56: Spatial interpolation of all seven seismic lines from the contoured upper boundary of 10,000 ft/s. Kriging
was used within ArcMap to perform the interpolation.
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Figure 57: Spatial interpolated lower boundary of velocity contour 16,500 ft/s. Kriging was used within ArcMap
for the calculation.

5.1.2 Gravity Reduction and Residualization
Due to the variation in bedrock topography, two additional stages of gravity reduction
were incorporated in this study. Shown in Figure 58 is a classical Bouguer anomaly map
including surface terrain corrections and residualization. Figure 59 displays the complete Bouguer
anomaly map with surface and bedrock corrections.

Figure 58: Classic Bouguer anomaly map before application of bedrock Bouguer and terrain corrections. Gravity
variation is with respect to Base Station K113 indicated by the 0 mGal contour.
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Figure 59: Complete Bouguer anomaly map after application of bedrock Bouguer and terrain corrections.

5.2 Interpretation of Tomography
The weathering layer elevation relative to sea level of the upper contour varies between
347 feet and 467 feet (106 meters and 142 meters) within Figure 56. The passive seismic
correlates well with the major features in the spatially interpolated surface of Figure 55. The
topography dominantly trends westward further into the Illinois Basin for both methods, and
more locally, the Wabash River. The bedrock topography model from tomography fails to show
as much relief as can be seen in the passive seismic. There is no indication of a velocity inducing
feature as that of Figures 2 and 3. The processing flow for CM70 from Geo Concepts indicates
that refraction statics was performed with a surface datum of 500 feet, weathering velocity field
of 5,500

𝑓𝑡
,
𝑠

and refraction velocity of 10,500

𝑓𝑡
.
𝑠

These parameters correspond well with my near

surface velocities and surface elevations with an average elevation of 495 feet, weathering
velocity field of 5,800

𝑓𝑡
,
𝑠

and refraction velocity of 9,800
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𝑓𝑡
.
𝑠

No weathering layer feature would

be evident in the final stacked time section due to refraction statics essentially removing it.
Variation is only prominent on the eastern end of the survey.

Numerous well data completion reports and picked intervals clarify a sequence of
consolidated material, shale or shaley sand, and sandstone indicating Pennsylvanian bedrock
around 120 feet to 150 feet. Due to the proximity, lithologic variation, and velocity complexity,
the immediate weathering layer is likely the surface of the Mansfield Formation which is
characteristic of interbedded shale and sandstone with several intervals of coal seams.

The deeper contour has an elevation range of -180 feet and -710 feet (177 meters and
216.4 meters). Due to the variation of topography across the interpolated tomography models in
Figure 57, the feature, at this depth, is likely the surface of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
Unconformity. Several drillers reports near the study have picked or alluded to the depth of the
“Basal Pennsylvanian”. Figure 60 is one example of a depth picked for this boundary at 646 feet
(197 meters). It is located approximately 2 miles southwest of the crossing of seismic lines CM70
and CM69. The first track is borehole-corrected gamma and track two is a compensated sonic log.
The solid red line represents their pick of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity. From
the tomography models, a contoured velocity of 16,500
Figure 60, converting

𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡

to

𝑓𝑡
,
𝑠

𝑓𝑡
𝑠

was used to represent this boundary. In

shows a velocity range of 12,500

𝑓𝑡
𝑠

to 16,667

𝑓𝑡
𝑠

for the

change from Pennsylvanian bedrock to Mississippian. Figure 61 shows a spatially interpolated
collection of twelve well logs that mention or allude to the possibility of the unconformity at this
depth with relative velocities.
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API
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𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡

140
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Figure 60: Displayed compensated sonic log of IGS ID 166725 where the driller has picked 646 feet to represent the “Basal
Pennsylvanian” (Solid red line). The red arrow represents my pick of the boundary range for velocity conversion on the 60 to 80
𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡

column.
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Figure 61: Spatially interpolated map of twelve well logs in the nearby area that pick or allude to the MississippianPennsylvanian Unconformity. The red box indicates IGS ID 166725 from Figure 60.

There is a distinct decrease in this boundary from northeast to southwest in Figures 61
and 57. These depth models correlate well with the classic Bouguer anomaly map of Figure 58
showing a density high in the east with a negative trend to the southwest. Because the well log
data will show a true depth of the unconformity, the model should be a true representation of the
surface, but the lack of data density causes the interpolation to fault with large gaps. IGS ID
124190 in the center of Figure 61 appears to give rise to a valley trending northeast to southwest.
Reliance on more localized features must be given to the tomography and gravity models to fill in
the missing interpretation.
The complete Bouguer with removal of bedrock topography displays a distinct velocity
high that trends from north to southwest. It does not resemble a contoured feature that appears in
the tomography modeling, indicating that the gravity variation must be somewhere else.
Interestingly enough, the gravity high does appear to correlate moderately well with the seismic
reflection lines. Based solely on the orientation and geometry of the gravity-high, I suspect that
the feature is a paleovalley with a sandstone fill within the Lower Pennsylvanian known as the
Terre Haute River, agreeing with Friedman, Droste, and Keller. Their prediction is backed by
more than 20,000 well logs much of which are displayed in Figure 61. With the support of Figure
59, I surmise that their chosen orientation and location of the ancient river is near-perfect. The
combination of this paleovalley and the unconformity are giving rise to the velocity pull-up.
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5.3 Possible Errors
SEISMIC
Although the seismic data is high resolution at a station spacing of 55 feet (16.8 meters),
the data is full of cultural noise from vehicles and the passing trains. It is especially noticeable in
CM68, CM111, CM69, CM70, and CM148. The sections are dominated by refractions with no
evidence of reflections in the raw shot records. Far-offset refractions are easily misinterpreted or
nonexistent and otherwise become killed traces. The area is simply not suited for seismic
acquisition. It is clear that acquisition was difficult from the hundreds of duplicate FFID’s at the
same source location. Greg Southworth (Crew Manager at Bay Geophysical) put it best by
stating, “We shot the shit out of those lines”. Because of the lack of data quality, generalized first
break picks are likely a product of trace editing. Moreover, a discrepancy of velocities are
expected when choosing an initial model likely causing a shift in depth during the inversion
process for the near surface models.

TOMOGRAPHY
Due to the lack of ray tracing capabilities along the endpoints of the seismic lines, an
extension must be applied during tomography to provide some approximated insight on what
could be happening along the edges. The lack of relief shown in Figure 56 for the bedrock
topography is under-represented due to the extension of contours approximately 800 feet within
the eastern end of the seismic lines. Because bedrock topography is rapidly increasing here, it is
highly likely the model would be more credible if the seismic line was sampled an additional
1000 feet to properly encompass the slope.

GRAVITY
An approximate average for shear-wave velocity was used for calculating depth to
bedrock. This method lacks precision due to the surface-to-weathering layer velocity variation by
location. There is definitely a range of useable shear-wave velocities that could be applied for
measuring bedrock elevation. In addition, edge effect is prominent for stations that are within the
patch size. The consistent passing of vehicles and trains makes certain gravity stations difficult to
measure due to the surface waves. A mismeasurement is a possibility, although great care was put
into cross-checking values of near-offset.
The extent of the terrain correction for bedrock is delimited by the extent of collected
data. Prior to collecting passive seismic data, the goal was to never create a bedrock correction to
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gravity, thus the limit of the passive seismic is the extent of the gravity stations. It is necessary for
a terrain correction to extend further for terrain effects outside of the study area. Because of the
lack of data acquisition, a terrain correction factor of 1000 feet (305 meters) will spawn undercorrected gravity stations along the edges that are within 1000 feet (305 meters).

5.4 Industry Implications
Misinterpreted geologic structures are a daily occurrence within the exploration industry.
More care should be put into quality processing rather than “all purpose” processing flows and
basic geologic considerations. Every study site has a different geologic history, and it should be
treated as such. Inclusion of several geophysical techniques are necessary for a proper
interpretation of the complex features within a study area. The misinterpreted carbonate reef in
this study could have been avoided by using surface tomography: a process conducted by a single
person in short period of time. Furthermore, more care should be placed in correcting for the near
surface. Most seismic processors will implement a refraction statics correction for the weathering
layer but discontinue at this point. The third refraction in this study was not a subtle feature since
it appeared coherent on multiple shot records across all seven seismic lines.

The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity is a known feature and has a well-researched
geographical extent that should be expected to have a strong impedence boundary when exploring
the Illinois Basin. Well log correlation is not sufficient enough for local changes in relief,
especially when there is a lack of well data in the area. Nor can seismic reflection data be a
standalone, all-encompassing reliable interpretable dataset. Non-invasive exploration techniques
using gravity and passive seismic should be strongly considered when designing a processing
flow and the final interpretation to extent, orientation, and depth of a feature of interest.
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6.0 Conclusion
6.1 Summary
The primary purpose of this study was to discover the velocity-inducing feature giving
rise to a velocity pull-up in seismic lines CM69 and CM70. The misinterpretation of both lines
indicated a more complex feature at depth not accounted for during processing, thus the study
was broadened to encompass all existing seismic data in the area: CM68, CM111, CM112,
CM146, and CM148. Because the disturbance is within an acoustical impedence domain, the
feature is either spawning from a density and/or velocity change. Tomography modeling utilizing
the refraction method and gravity were incorporated to display a contrast in density and velocity
for interpretation. Both the gravity and tomography revealed a drastic decrease in density and
velocity from relatively high velocity and density material. The orientation of these lows indicate
a section of a valley trending southwest supporting the work of Droste and Keller (1989) of
stream tributaries into the Chesterian Sea in Indiana during the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian.

6.2 Future Work
Due to the lack of data coverage within the passive seismic data, more coverage would be
useful for a better bedrock terrain correction. To have better coverage along the exterior gravity
stations, another 1000 feet would be needed to allow a proper terrain correction extending this
far. In addition, little gravity data was taken in the northeastern quadrant of the survey. Although
the spatial interpolation appears to be consistent with what would be expected in the area, it is
assumption.
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APPENDIX

Shown below are seismic reflection lines CM68, CM111, CM112, CM146, and CM148
accompanied with their respective tomography and ray trace models. The red solid line denotes
the surface of the velocity pull-up that can be seen in Figure’s 2 and 3. Noticeability of the
surface is consistent with CM69 and CM70 although the surface displays to be laterally flat with
intermittent areas of lows and highs, but none are on the level of relief seen in the two primary
lines. The red solid line indicates my pick of the horizon giving rise to an apparent velocity pullup. The yellow dashed line shows the probable continuation of the same horizon.
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Figure i: Seismic time section CM68 from northeast to southwest.
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Figure ii: Tomographic model of CM68 with upper contour of 10,000 ft/s and lower contour of 16,500 ft/s.
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Figure iii: Ray trace model of CM68.
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Figure iv: Seismic time section CM111 from east to west.
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Figure v: Tomographic model of CM111 with upper contour of 10,000 ft/s and lower contour of 16,500 ft/s.
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Figure vi: Ray trace model of CM111.
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Figure vii: Seismic time section CM112 from east to west.
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Figure viii: Tomographic model of CM112 with upper contour 10,000 ft/s and lower contour 16,500 ft/s.
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Figure ix: Ray trace model of CM112.
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Figure x: Seismic time section CM146 from west to east.
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Figure xi: Tomographic model of CM146 with upper contour at 10,000 ft/s and lower contour at 16,500 ft/s.
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Figure xii: Ray trace model of CM146.
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Figure xiii: Seismic time section of CM148 from northeast to southwest.
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Figure xiv: Tomographic model of CM148 with upper contour 10,000 ft/s and lower contour 16,500 ft/s.
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Figure xv: Ray trace model of CM148.
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